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contestations of the liberal script - and cultural insecurities. growing inequalities, fears about social exclusion,
and the fluidity of value orientations have nurtured the rise of nationalist movements and populist parties. where
authoritarian populists have seized power, they seek to limit individual freedoms and undermine the independence
of the judiciary to consolidate their power. these challenges involve contestations of ... religious diversity in the
neoliberal welfare state ... - to religious dynamics such as cultural notions of the welfare state and its neoliberal
restructuring. this article fills this lacuna by exploring the social dynamics around secularity and religious
diversity as they emerge in contestations around educational reforms in sweden. in the ancestors' shadow :
cultural heritage contestations ... - abstract this paper discusses the construction and (re-)interpretation of
cultural heritage in chinese villages within the context of the dramatic political and tolerance and cultural
diversity in europe: developments - political contestations. a multidisciplinary, flexible and minimalist approach
is required in response a multidisciplinary, flexible and minimalist approach is required in response to challenging
experiences of cultural diversity in europe. ethno-religious conflict and peace building in nigeria ... - identity
politics is the political activity of various ethnic religious and cultural groupings in demanding greater economic,
social and political rights or self determination (osaghae and suberu, 2005). max planck institute for the study
of religious and ethnic ... - hood and cultural idioms, political contestations surrounding citizenship rules are
notably left out of the analysis. quite the opposite, interests of involved actors that media and political
contestation in the contemporary arab ... - studies, political science, religious studies, sociology, and
anthropology to investigate not only the obvious political manifestations of mediated contestations in the arab
world during the last decade but also their subtle social, cultural, and religious inter- legal and civic contestations
over tolerance in south ... - erode their religious and cultural values. for example, afrikaners groups for example,
afrikaners groups who feared the wave of political changes that came about after the end of politics of religious
freedom: case studies - post-1948 u.n. charter political order, international treaties, and national constitutions, in
the 1990s the need to protect and promote religious freedom took on a new importance and urgency.
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